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Before you begin
You may have heard of Git, the wondrous new software that puts the fun back into
the laborious work of version control. You might even have browsed the many soft-
ware offerings on GitHub, the popular social coding website. (You might even be
confused about Git and GitHub!) Maybe you’re using one of those other version
control systems, which are now considered old-school. Maybe you’ve been working
without version control (gasp!), because you think it’s only for programmers (it’s
not). Maybe you’ve become curious about how to contribute to open source soft-
ware, but Git has always been a roadblock. However you got to this book, I’m glad
you’re here exploring Git!

 As more and more corporate IT shops begin to embrace open source software,
more and more IT developers and administrators will encounter Git. Git has
become the de facto source-code control system for open source developers. Tin-
kering and modifying open source software to suit your needs is one of the benefits
of open source, but you’ll want to use the safety net of source-code control, and Git
is that safety net.

 As you use Git, you’ll see that it encourages an attitude of being careful about
changes. Commit often is a mantra you’ll hear often in the Git community (as well as
continuous integration and continuous deployment camps), and for good reason. Version
control is the most important thing you can practice as a developer, and Git makes
it easy.

1.1 What makes Git so special?
Git is a distributed version control system (DVCS). This means that you don’t need
to run a Git server to get all its benefits. You don’t even need a network to run Git’s
commands. 
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    Earlier version control systems put
code in a castle, but developers have to
be given access to read and write to a
repository, which is where the code is
stored. This repository, also called a repo,
often exists on some other machine,
which requires a network. As developers
are added, the increased load to this one
server decreases reliability. Certain ver-
sion control commands such as branch-
ing and tagging become specialized and
often require special access. Finally, the
version control server must be up and
running in order for developers to do
work. This uptime requirement requires
oversight and adds to the cost of running
a version control system. All this makes
the server a single point of failure, as
shown in figure 1.1.
    Git inverts this by giving each devel-
oper a version control repository, as
shown in figure 1.2. Each repository runs
entirely on the developer’s local
machine. Each developer can access any
part of a project’s history, compare ver-
sions, make branches, and perform any
other operation that would normally
require special permissions or network
access with a server. This liberating sce-
nario is an idea that takes some getting
used to. Instead of making requests to
the specialists who run your version con-
trol system, you can perform any and all
of these specialized tasks—but this means
that you have to learn more about these
tasks.
    This idea of giving every developer a
repository makes Git a distributed version
control system. Being distributed allows

every developer to have the same capabilities as everyone else. Large open source
projects like Drupal and Linux have thousands of developers in many locations, some
with sparse Internet connectivity. With Git, all of these developers can make their con-
tributions with the same ease as the project leader.

Figure 1.1 The “single point of contention” that 
developers have to deal with: the version control 
system that houses the repository

Figure 1.2 Distributed version control systems are 
liberating because each developer has a copy of the 
entire repository.
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 This may sound like a free-for-all but, because Git doesn’t require a central reposi-
tory, many projects have self-organized in ideal ways. Some projects have small devel-
opment teams with a single project leader who can manage all the commits that
might be made to a repository, but many projects have multiple people that help with
commits.

1.2 Is this book for you?
Version control is akin to basic hygiene, and everyone needs hygiene. If you produce
or modify files on a computer, this book might be for you. This book is geared toward
people who are coding professionals: software engineers, developers, programmers,
web developers, system administrators, and quality assurance and testing people.

 Git is available on the three major platforms: Windows, Mac, and Unix/Linux. It
was born and bred on the command line, so you’ll have a lot of command-line work.
Ideally, you’re someone who embraces this concept, or at least is open to putting
down the mouse and typing in a lot of commands.

 If you have directories or files that look like the following listing, you’re a candi-
date for this book!

C:\buildtools>dir
 Volume in drive C is GNU
 Volume Serial Number is 5101-E64D

 Directory of C:\buildtools

03/15/2014  08:22 PM    <DIR>          .
03/15/2014  08:22 PM    <DIR>          ..
03/01/2014  08:22 AM            11,843 filefixup-01.bat
03/03/2014  08:52 AM            11,943 filefixup-02.bat
03/08/2014  11:22 AM            12,050 filefixup-03.bat
03/10/2014  02:22 PM            12,352 filefixup-04.bat
03/15/2014  03:21 PM            11,878 filefixup.bat
               5 File(s)         60,066 bytes
               2 Dir(s)  467,705,196,544 bytes free

Finally, this book is geared to Git beginners. The book demonstrates Git tasks step-by-
step in tutorial fashion. Each chapter has a set of tasks to try, and they start out slowly
but eventually build up speed. 

1.3 How to use this book
This book is designed to be read one chapter each day. Each chapter should take only
40 minutes to read, and if you take an hour for lunch, you’ll have 20 minutes left to do
the practice assignments contained in each chapter. If you can type and eat lunch at
the same time (I’ve seen people who do this), you might be able to squeeze in a chap-
ter in a half hour!

Listing 1.1 Are you a candidate for learning Git with this book?
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MAIN CHAPTERS

Chapters 2 through 20 contain the main content. This gives you roughly one month
(four five-day business weeks) of lunch learning. You don’t need to rush through this
content. It’s helpful to let the content marinate in your brain before you start the next
day’s chapter. Each chapter also has several TRY IT NOW sections.

HANDS-ON LABS

Most of the main-content chapters include a short lab for you to complete. You’ll
need to install Git on your local machine to serve as your lab environment. The labs
consist of tasks that enable you to practice your new knowledge. In some tasks, you’ll
repeat the commands you encountered in the chapter. In other tasks, you’ll experi-
ment with commands you just learned. Some of the labs require you to dig around
and find answers. 

 All of the tasks and answers are rooted in the material of the current chapter or
previous chapters. Sample answers are available on the book’s website, but persist
before giving in. That’s the best way to learn!

FURTHER EXPLORATION

Git is deep. I can’t plumb all the depths in this one book, but I can point you to some
resources and say, “Go in that direction.” One of the goals of this book is to teach you
how to teach yourself about Git. 

ABOVE AND BEYOND

Figuring out how Git implements its commands has been a source of great learning
for me. The Above and Beyond sections share some of that learning, but they’re not
necessary for the labs or for the subject matter discussed in the chapter. If you’re the
type of person who likes to know why something works the way it does, these sections
can provide some additional insight, but feel free to skip these or bookmark them for
a later time.

1.4 Installing Git
This book will teach you Git by having you run Git commands in its native command-
line environment. Installing Git is as straightforward as installing any other software
package on your platform. I’d argue that it’s easier because there’s no server to start up.
Git installs a directory of commands and documentation, and then places the git com-
mand in your PATH. (For Windows, it also installs a command line that you must use.)
Keep repeating to yourself that there’s no server installation at all, and the only thing
to watch out for is your PATH.

 Remember, this installation will be used for your labs, so be sure to complete this
step.
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UNIX/LINUX

On Unix/Linux, use the package manager of your distribution to install both the Git
and Git GUI packages. This is covered in plenty of places on the web, but the definitive
guide is http://git-scm.com/download/linux. You’ll type into the command-line
window.

MAC

To keep things simple, install the DMG package at http://git-scm.com/download/
mac. This installation includes the Git GUI application as well as the Git commands.
You’ll type commands into the Mac Terminal client (a.k.a. the command-line
window).

WINDOWS

In Windows, install Git from http://msysgit.github.io/. This package contains the Git
GUI application as well as the Git commands. You’ll type commands into the Git BASH
window (a.k.a. a command-line window).

 Git requires a specific command-line environment, so you can’t run Git commands
in Windows Command (CMD) or Windows PowerShell. The installation provides the
correct command-line environment for Git (namely, Git BASH).

1.5 Your learning path
The first three chapters introduce version control concepts and how to become ori-
ented to your Git installation. 

 The basics are covered in chapters 4 through 6. The Git commands covered in
these chapters are arguably the ones you’ll be using almost half of the time. Any devel-
oper who works with a version control system needs to know how to add files to a
repository and how to inspect its history. You’ll also learn how to make a Git reposi-
tory. These are the basics, and if you’re using Git on your own, these are probably the
only chapters you need to learn.

 Chapters 7 and 8 present intermediate commands. You’ll learn about the Git stag-
ing area. You’ll also learn other ways to inspect a repository’s history, beyond the
basics. These techniques become important if you work as a contributor to reposito-
ries that you don’t own or create.

 Chapters 9 and 10 cover branching and merging. Branching is a key feature of Git
that requires you to merge more often.

 Chapters 11 through 14 discuss how to collaborate with others: how to get changes
from other people and how to submit your own changes.

 The rest of the book touches on advanced topics (such as the git rebase com-
mand), the Git ecosystem (a few third-party tools are examined), and the git config
command.

http://git-scm.com/download/linux
http://git-scm.com/download/mac
http://git-scm.com/download/mac
http://msysgit.github.io/
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 Table 1.1 outlines this learning path.

Table 1.1 Your learning path

Chapter 1: Before you begin An Introduction to Key Concepts
If you’re unfamiliar with version control in general, this is where to 
start. You’ll start with key version control concepts and then take a 
whirlwind tour of Git.

Chapter 2: An overview of Git 
and version control

Chapter 3: 
Getting oriented with Git

Chapter 4: Making and using a 
Git repository

The Basics
This covers the Git commands you’ll end up using 70% of the time: 
init, add, commit, log, status, diff. 

Chapter 5: Using Git with a GUI

Chapter 6: Tracking and updat-
ing files with Git

Chapter 7: 
Committing parts of changes

Intermediate Topics
You’ll study the staging area (manipulated by git add) and learn 
how to manipulate the Git time machine with git checkout. 

Chapter 8: 
The time machine that is Git

Chapter 9: 
Taking a fork in the road

Branching and Merging
This section covers git branch and merge. You’ll learn how to use 
Git’s ability to perform lightning-fast branching and then how to merge 
your branches back to your mainline.Chapter 10: Merging branches

Chapter 11: Cloning Collaborating
This four-chapter block covers the basics of collaboration using git 
clone, remote, push, pull, and fetch.Chapter 12: 

Collaborating with remotes

Chapter 13: 
Pushing your changes

Chapter 14: Keeping in sync

Chapter 15: 
Software archaeology

Advanced Topics
You’ll explore the ability to deeply probe your history (via git log) 
and change your history (via git rebase). Chapter 16: 

Understanding git rebase

Chapter 17: Workflows and 
branching conventions

Git Ecosystem
Git’s flexible architecture has spawned a wide ecosystem of work-
flows (git-flow and GitHub Flow), hosting (we’ll focus on GitHub), and 
third-party tools (we’ll focus on the Atlassian SourceTree and Eclipse 
GUIs for Git).

Chapter 18: 
Working with GitHub

Chapter 19: 
Third-party tools and Git

Chapter 20: 
Sharpening your Git

Staying Sharp
This chapter covers git config and how to keep your Git skills 
sharp.
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1.6 Online resources
The book’s website (www.manning.com/umali) is a place I hope you’ll visit as you
progress through this book. Several supplementary resources for this book are avail-
able on that site, including these:

■ Companion videos for some chapters
■ Answers for each end-of-chapter lab
■ Additional articles
■ Consolidated up-to-date links to all the resources mentioned in this book

I’ll be watching and responding to reader requests and feedback made on that site.
You’ll find the book’s forum there, where I hope to interact with people. 

1.7 Being immediately effective
The goal of this book is for you to immediately become effective with Git. Being effective
means being able to quickly translate a version control task (“I want to make a tag”) to
the Git command (git tag). Git makes this easy because its verbs (tag, branch,
commit, and so forth) directly map to version control tasks.

 Being effective also means learning how to map Git commands to their equivalents
in the Git GUIs (where appropriate). Even though Git is primarily accessed via the
command line, some important aspects of Git are easier to do via a GUI. You’ll learn
this too.

 Provided you have installed a local copy of Git, this book will show you how to
safely operate Git in sandbox environments. Practicing the Git commands will
increase your familiarity and confidence with the system. 

 You have no lab for this chapter, other than installing Git, which shouldn’t take too
much time. See you tomorrow, when you’ll look at an overview of Git and take a quick
tour.

www.manning.com/umali
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GIT 
is the source code control system preferred  
by modern development teams. Its  

decentralized architecture and lightning-fast branching 
let you concentrate on your code instead of tedious  
version control tasks. At first, Git may seem like a 
sprawling beast. Fortunately, to get started you just 
need to master a few essential techniques. Read on!

Learn Git in a Month of Lunches introduces the disci-
pline of source code control using Git. Helpful for both 
newbies who have never used source control and busy 
pros, this book concentrates on the components of Git 
you’ll use every day. In easy-to-follow lessons that take 
an hour or less, you’ll dig into Git’s distributed collabo-
ration model, along with core concepts like committing, 
branching, and merging. This book is a road map to 
the commands and processes you need to be instantly 
productive.

WHAT’S INSIDE
• Start from square one—no experience required 
• The most frequently used Git commands
• Mental models that show how Git works  
• Learn when and how to branch code

No previous experience with Git or other source  
control systems is required.

Rick Umali uses Git daily as a developer and is a  
skilled consultant, trainer, and speaker.

To download their free eBook in PDF, ePub, and Kindle formats, owners  
of this book should visit manning.com/learn-git-in-a-month-of-lunches

“ A must-read resource ... learn 
how to use Git for maximum 
day-to-day effectiveness.”

 —Scott M. King, Amazon

“ Do you think Git is hard to 
learn and manage? This book 
will change your mind.”

 — Mohsen Mostafa Jokar, Hamshahri

“ The simplest way to become 
highly skilled at using Git. A 
must-read to make you more 
efficient very quickly.”

 — Kathleen Estrada 
Millersville University

“ Like being taught by a patient 
friend. The book is thorough 
without being stuffy, with clear 
explanations and well-crafted 
exercises.”

 —Stuart Ellis, 27stars Ltd.

“ Git is the road you’ll need to 
take sooner or later. Why not 
start down the road while  
having your lunch?”

 —Nacho Ormeño, Startupxplore
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